Abstract : In order to construct a rational framework of designing discrete event control systems, it is necessary to develop the method of modeling concurrent systems, describing control objectives, and synthesizing controllers based on the plant models and control objectives. If the control of discrete events is viewed as the manipulation of event occurrences, the role of a controller is to enable and inhibit the occurrences of events. This paper presents a framework for control of discrete event systems so as to achieve the desired behavior specified as a control objective. For this purpose, by using condition/event nets (C/E nets) as a modeling tool for discrete event systems and partial languages as a behavioral description tool for C/E nets, we formulate a control problem to synthesize a controller which guarantees that all and only the desired behaviors described by a partial language is possible. We then present the solvability and solution techniques of the formulated problem, together with the discussion about the design of discrete event control systems with uncontrollable and unobservable events.
Introduction
Various types of discrete event control problems have been investigated using different discrete event system (DES) models such as finite automata, formal languages, and Petri nets. Ramadge and Whonham have conducted a study of discrete event control called the Supervisory Control Theory (SCT) using finite automata [1] . Since then, the SCT has been examined by various researchers from theoretical and practical points of view. The overview of these studies is summarized in reference literature [2] , [3] . Although the SCT was an epoch-making control scheme, it is often impractical for systems with large numbers of events because of exhaustive searches of system behaviors. In addition, automata models cannot explicitly deal with concurrent behavior of DESs in which distinct events may occur at a time.
A major difficulty in modeling of DESs is the accurate description of concurrent behavior. One way of describing concurrent behavior is to model DESs by Petri nets. In early researches of Petri nets in control, many researchers have used special classes of Petri nets, such as nets with inhibitor arcs, state machines, and cyclic marked graphs. However, the drawback of these models is that they are applicable to a limited class of systems [4] , [5] .
To design discrete event control systems, the plants to be controlled and specifications are first described. The specifications are the constraints put on the response characteristics of controlled plants. In the context of control of DESs modeled by Petri nets, two specifications have been considered: state specifications and language specifications [6] . State specifications are most often used to indicate a set of forbidden states of the plant. The avoidance of deadlock is a typical example of this type of control. Moody has investigated the control problem to synthesize a controller ensuring that the state of the plant remains within bounds established by a set of linear constraints. The synthesis technique is based on the idea that specifications representing desired plant states can be enforced by making them place invariants of the closed loop system [7] . Then, dozens of studies have been made of this type of discrete event control [6] . On the other hand, language specifications describe the desired behavior that the plant should achieve. This type of control is capable of wide application such as procedural control and start-up/shut-down control. However, the language specifications cannot be applied to the real systems such as manufacturing systems and chemical processes, because they do not deal with the concurrent nature.
In this paper, we consider a discrete event control problem to synthesize a controller that guarantees the specified plant behavior based on condition/event net (C/E net) models. A C/E net is a Petri net in which all places contain at most one token. The significance of the present study is that we develop a framework for control of DESs so as to deal with the concurrent nature explicitly and accurately using partial languages. The authors have, in prior studies, investigated the C/E net construction problem to synthesize a C/E net that exhibits the desired behavior described by a partial language [8] . The original contributions of the present study in contrast to them are as follows: 1) The control problem formulated in this paper is a problem to synthesize a C/E net controller to make the plant achieve all and only the desired behaviors specified by partial languages using the C/E net plant model. The study of this type of control problem is one significant contribution of this paper. 2) When we discuss an approach for design of discrete event control systems from a practical point of view, we cannot get by without the discussion about controllability nature. The synthesis of a controller for uncontrollable plants is another significant contribution of this paper. In Sect. 2 we summarize the terms to support this paper. In Sect. 3 we formulate a discrete event control problem and show its solution techniques. We discuss the control of systems with uncontrollable and unobservable events in Sect. 4. Then we make a few observations in Sect. 5 and conclude this paper in Sect. 6.
Preliminaries

Partial Language and Activity
Before getting into the main subject, we shortly recall a partial language. The partial language has been presented to describe the behavior of Petri nets [9] . Partial language: Let U be a set, R be a partial ordering on U, and λ : U → Σ, where Σ is an alphabet. Then a partially ordered multi-set (U, R, λ) is called a partial word over Σ and a set of partial words is called a partial language over Σ.
A partial language over a set of transitions is often considered the most appropriate description of behavior of concurrent systems modeled by Petri nets [10] , [11] . A partial word generated by a Petri net N is said to be enabled in N. A set of all enabled partial words in N is called a Petri net partial language of N, denoted by PL(N). Figure 1 shows an example of Petri net N 1 and some of partial words enabled in N 1 . The partial word pw 1 represents that the transitions a, b, and c fire sequentially, and pw 2 represents that a first fires and then b and c fire concurrently.
A Petri net partial language has the following properties: (i) If a partial word pw is enabled in N, then the prefixes of pw (partial words composed of leading transitions of pw) are also enabled in N. The partial words pw 1 and pw 2 in Fig. 1 are the prefixes of pw 3 and pw 4 , respectively. (ii) If a partial word pw with concurrent transitions {t 1 , t 2 } is enabled in N, then the partial words obtained by forcing {t 1 , t 2 } into a linear ordering are also enabled in N. The partial words pw 1 and pw 3 in Fig. 1 are obtained by forcing {b, c} in pw 2 and pw 4 into a linear ordering, respectively. In the same way, pw 5 is obtained from pw 6 , and pw 6 from pw 7 .
A set of partial words enabled in N, each of which cannot be obtained from the other ones in PL(N) by prefix operation and ordering operation, is called an activity of N, denoted by FP(N). An activity is a set of partial words richest in concurrency in PL(N). The following relationship obviously holds, The behavior of a Petri net can be thoroughly represented by its activity. Figure 2 shows the activity of N 1 in Fig. 1 . It consists of the two partial words, pw 4 and pw 7 in Fig. 1 . All other partial words in PL(N 1 ) are obtained from pw 4 and pw 7 by prefix and ordering operations.
Definitions of Term
This glossary provides definitions of term used throughout this paper.
Composition of C/E nets:
be C/E nets, where P i is a finite set of places, T i a finite set of transitions,
an incidence relation, and M i0 an initial marking of N i . The composition of the two nets is defined by
where + is the direct sum. The net N i is called the subnet of N.
Let S be a set of atoms. Then the C/E net composed of all the atoms in S is denoted by ⊕S . Projection: The projection of a partial word pw = (U, R, λ) over Σ to Σ is defined as
where Σ ⊆ Σ, U = {x ∈ U | λ(x) ∈ Σ }, and λ : U → Σ . The projection of a partial language PL over Σ to Σ is also defined as
Briefly speaking, pw| Σ is a partial word obtained from pw by extracting only the transitions in Σ and their partial ordering. Compatible atom: Let n be an atom with a set of transitions T n and X be a partial language. If
X| T n ⊆ PL(n)
then n is said to be compatible with X. As an example of compatible atom, let us consider the partial language X over T and the atom n with T n shown in 
Partial Language Based C/E Net Control
Formulation of Control Problem
If the control of discrete events is viewed as the manipulation of event occurrences, the role of a controller is to enable and inhibit the occurrences of events of a plant. Therefore, states of DESs are described by a set of binary variables each of which denotes that the enabling condition is met or not. Hence, we model DESs by C/E nets whose markings are represented by 0-1 variables.
Let N P = (P P , T P , F P , M P0 ) be a C/E net describing a plant to be controlled. The net N P is called a plant net and transitions in T P are called plant transitions. The control problem dealt with in this paper is to synthesize a controller to guarantee all and only the specified behaviors by adding new places connected to the plant transitions to N P . Let N C = (P C , T P , F C , M C0 ) be a C/E net describing a controller, where T P ⊆ T P . The net N C is called a controller net and places in P C are called controller places.
We formulate a control problem for DESs as follows:
C/E net control problem P(X, N P ) : Given a plant net N P and its desired behavior described by a partial language X over T P , synthesize a controller net N C such that
We call the problem P(X, N P ) a C/E net control problem. Furthermore we call X a specification and N P ⊕ N C a closed loop system net. The controller is a feedback device that limits on the open loop behaviors of a plant. The closed loop system does not include new behaviors not present in the plant.
As stated in Sect. 1, some work on languages based Petri net synthesis has been appeared. Very little work on partial language based Petri net synthesis was, however, done until recently because of the difficulty in handling partially ordered multi-sets [10] - [14] . Realizing the behavioral description power of a partial language early, we commenced a study of this subject. The outstanding feature of the problem P(X, N P ) is that the desired behavior of a plant is described by a partial language to accurately represent the concurrent behavior of DESs.
The behavior of N P becomes restricted as a controller place is added to N P . This fact is based on the following proposition. 
Proposition 1 Let
N i = (P i , T i , F i , M i0 ) (i = 1, 2) be C/E nets. If T 1 = T 2 and N 1 is a subnet of N 2 , then PL(N 2 ) ⊆ PL(N 1 )( 3 )
Proof:
The proof is shown in Appendix A.
Before presenting the solution techniques of P(X, N P ), we show two C/E net control examples.
Example 1:
Let us consider the C/E net control problem P(X 1 , N P1 ), where X 1 is shown in Fig. 4 and N P1 is the net N 1 in Fig. 1 . X 1 consists of only the second partial word in FP(N 1 ) in Fig. 2 . The problem is to synthesize the controller net that inhibits the undesirable behavior described by the first partial word in FP(N 1 ). Figure 5 shows a closed loop system net obtained by solving P (X 1 , N P1 ). The C/E net depicted by a dashed line is the controller net N C1 .
Example 2:
Let us consider the problem P(X 2 , N P2 ), where X 2 and N P2 are shown in Fig. 6 . Unlike Example 1, X 2 consists of two partial words, that is, the choice as to which partial word fires is made in a nondeterministic manner. This reflects the real world situations in which several things are enabled but they are in conflict. Both nets in Fig. 7 guarantee the desired behaviors described by X 2 . This example indicates that a solution of P(X, N P ) is, in general, not determined uniquely.
Solution Techniques of Control Problem
A plant net N P is decomposed into a set of atoms. We call the atoms constituting N P plant atoms and denote them by S P , that is, N P = ⊕S P . The following theorem holds for the existence of solutions of P(X, N P ).
Theorem 1
Let CA(X) be a set of all atoms compatible with a specification X of P(X, N P ) and S P be a set of plant atoms such that N P = ⊕S P . (i) Let us suppose that S P is a subset of CA(X). Then there exists a solution N C of P(X, N P ) such that
if and only if X = FP(⊕CA(X)). (ii) Let us suppose that S P is not a subset of CA(X). Then there exist no solutions of P(X, N P ) satisfying Eq.(2). Proof: The proof is shown in Appendix B.
Theorem 1 leads to the following solution procedure for P(X, N P ):
Solution procedure for P(X, N P ):
Step 1: Find a set of all atoms compatible with the specification X, CA(X).
Step 2: Let S P be a set of plant atoms such that N P = ⊕S P .
If S P ⊆ CA(X), go to Step 3. Otherwise, by Theorem 1(ii) P(X, N P ) has no solutions, that is, there exist no controller nets such that X = FP(N P ⊕ N C ).
Step 3: If X = FP(⊕CA(X)), go to
Step 4. Otherwise, by Theorem 1(i) P(X, N P ) has no solutions.
Step 4: The net ⊕CA(X) is one of the closed loop system nets and ⊕(CA(X) − S P ) is its controller net. The other controller net is found by seeking a set of atoms S such that S P ⊆ S ⊂ CA(X) and X = FP(⊕S ). ⊕S is also a closed loop system net and ⊕(S − S P ) is its controller net.
As stated in Sect. 2, the behavior of an atom n and that of its complementary atom n c coincide with each other. Therefore, in order to solve P(X, N P ) it is sufficient to consider either n or n c . The verification of Theorem 1 requires the calculation of CA(X). However, the amount of calculation of CA(X) increases exponentially with an increase of transitions contained in X. Therefore, the verification of Theorem 1 is a complex problem. In addition to this, the amount of calculation of S in Step 4 also increases exponentially with an increase of CA(X). To efficiently perform the above procedure, it is necessary to reduce the combinatorial complexity. This will be discussed in Sect. 5.
Example 2 (Continued):
Let us consider the problem P(X 2 , N P2 ) again. Figure 8 shows the set of atoms compatible with X 2 , CA(X 2 ). It consists of 20 atoms and contains S P2 (N P2 = ⊕S P2 ). Since the activity of ⊕CA(X 2 ) is equal to X 2 , P(X 2 , N P2 ) has solutions. ⊕CA(X 2 ) in Fig. 9 are closed loop system nets of P(X 2 , N P2 ). All of these nets guarantee the desired behaviors described by X 2 .
Control of C/E Nets with Uncontrollable and Unobservable Transitions
Actuator failures or break-downs cannot be obviously controlled and reaction processes within the chemical reactor are either impossible or too expensive to detect directly. These facts are translated into the concept of uncontrollability and unobservability [15] . Uncontrollable transition: A plant transition is said to be uncontrollable if the firing of that transition cannot be inhibited.
Unobservable transition:
A plant transition is said to be un- observable if the firing of that transition cannot be directly detected. These definitions derive that all controller places cannot have any connections to uncontrollable and unobservable transitions.
Since the atoms n and n c in Fig. 10 are complementary to each other, the two C/E nets have the same behavior. The place p inhibits the firing of the transition t by losing a token on p and p c inhibits it by gaining a token on p c . On the other hand, p detects the firing of t by losing a token on p and p c detects it by gaining a token on p c . This suggests that the controllability is intrinsically tied with the observability for a C/E net based control problem. This is easily imagined from a practical situation in which the ability of a controller to control an occurrence of event is tied with its ability to detect it. Therefore, we hereafter consider only uncontrollable transitions without loss of generality.
This discussion leads to the following control problem:
Controllability constrained C/E net control problem PC(X, N P ) :
Let N P be a plant net, T P,C a set of controllable plant transitions of N P , T P,UC a set of uncontrollable plant transitions of N P , and T P = T P,C + T P,UC . Given N P and its desired behavior described by a partial language X over T P , synthesize a controller net N C such that
where T C is a set of transitions of N C .
The difference between PC(X, N P ) and P(X, N P ) is that with PC(X, N P ) we cannot draw any arcs from(to) controller places to(from) uncontrollable transitions, that is,
Let S P be a set of plant atoms such that N P = ⊕S P and CA(X) be a set of all atoms compatible with X. In addition, let CA(X) C be a subset of CA(X) such that CA(X) C = {n | T n ⊆ T P,C } where T n is a set of transitions of atom n. Any atom contained in CA(X) C is an atom whose place is connected to only controllable plant transitions. The existence of solutions of PC(X, N P ) is directly derived from that of P(X, N P ).
Existence of solutions of PC(X, N P ) :
(i) Let us suppose that S P is a subset of CA(X) as shown in Fig. 11 . Then there exists a solution of PC(X, N P ) if and only if X = FP(⊕(CA(X) C ∪ S P )). (ii) Let us suppose that S P is not a subset of CA(X). Then there exist no solutions of PC(X, N P ).
This leads to a solution procedure for PC(X, N P ).
Solution procedure for Problem PC(X, N P ) :
Step 1: Find CA(X).
Step 2: If S P ⊆ CA(X), go to Step 3. Otherwise, PC(X, N P ) has no solutions.
PC(X, N P ) has no solutions.
Step 4: The net ⊕(CA(X) C ∪ S P ) is one of the closed loop system nets and N C = ⊕(CA(X) C − S P ) is its controller net. The other solution net of PC(X, N P ) is found by seeking a set of atoms S such that S P ⊆ S ⊂ (CA(X) C ∪ S P ) and X = FP(⊕S ). ⊕S is also a closed loop system net and N C = ⊕(S − S P ) is its controller net.
If all plant transitions are controllable, that is, if T P = T P,C , then CA(X) = CA(X) C and the procedure for PC(X, N P ) becomes identical with that for P(X, N P ).
Example 3:
Let us consider the problem PC(X 3 , N P3 ), where X 3 and N P3 are shown in Fig. 12 , respectively. The feature of N P3 is that the plant transition f is uncontrollable. Thus we cannot control the firing of f . Figure 13 shows CA(X 3 ) and CA(X 3 ) C . Since S P ⊆ CA(X 3 ) and the activity of the net ⊕(CA(X 3 ) C ∪ S P3 ) is equal to X 3 , there exist the closed loop system nets that exhibit the specified behavior described by X 3 . The net N 1 in Fig. 13 is also a closed loop system net of PC (X 3 , N P3 ). The activity of the net N 2 in Fig. 13 is equal to X 3 . However, N 2 is not a closed loop system net, because it has a new place connected to f . Example 3 shows that PC(X, N P ) has solutions in spite of existence of uncontrollable plant transitions. However, this does not necessarily hold. Even if N P includes uncontrollable plant transitions and PC(X, N P ) has no solutions, we might be able to synthesize a controller that makes the plant achieve the desired behaviors by extending controller nets to a class of C/E nets with both places and transitions. The issue of how to synthesize such extended controller nets is not within the scope of this paper and remains to be solved.
Discussion
Reduction of Calculation Amount
As stated above,the C/E net control problem P(X, N P ) is, in essentials, a combinatorial problem. The reduction of combinatorial complexity associated with the solution procedure for P(X, N P ) presented in 3.2 can be effected through the use of graph theoretic approaches and 0-1 programming.
Calculation of CA(X):
In any atom, the input transitions and the output transitions fire alternately, that is, the transitions never fire concurrently. From this fact, any atom exhibits only the sequential behavior. A set of atoms compatible with X, CA(X) in Step 1 of the solution procedure can effectively be found by first searching the cliques of a graph generated from an immediate precedence relation between transition firings in X and then constructing a binary graph from the cliques [13] . Calculation of S : To find a set of compatible atoms S such that S P ⊆ S ⊂ CA(X) and X = FP(⊕S ) in Step 4 is also troublesome. Two approaches are available for this. One approach is to remove redundant atoms from CA(X). Depending on which redundant atoms are removed, a different S is obtained. Redundant atoms can be found by seeking minimal solutions of a linear simultaneous inequality with 0-1 coefficient matrix constructed from the atoms indispensable to X to be enable. Balas's algorithm can be applied to this type of 0-1 linear simultaneous inequalities [16] . Another approach is to gradually add compatible atoms to N P until the activity of the composed net becomes equal to X. However, what atoms should be added is now evaluated using heuristics.
These arguments similarly apply to the controllability constrained C/E net control problem PC(X, N P ) in Sect. 4.
Minimal Realization of C/E Net
As stated in Sect. 3, the controller net that achieves the desired plant behaviors is not necessarily determined uniquely. If two controller nets may achieve the same plant behaviors, then the net with less places may be preferable because of simplification of the controller structure and reduction of the control information. Hence, we can formulate the problem to synthesize a controller net with the least controller places among the nets achieving the specified plant behaviors. According to a minimal realization in the continuous control theory, we call the net with the least places a minimal realization net. The top-left net shown in Fig. 9 is a minimal realization net for P(X 2 , N P2 ) considered in Example 2.
To synthesize the controller net with less places, it seems to be desirable to compose the atoms with as many transitions as possible. Such atoms are obtained by finding the maximum clique of the immediate precedence relation graph stated above. Born's algorithm is available for the search of maximum cliques [17] . Besides this, we have recently presented a method of constructing a C/E net with less places that achieves the specified behaviors by using the graph structure of X [18] , [19] .
Hierarchical Control of C/E Net
It is not always advisable to directly apply the C/E net control problem to large and complex plants with a large number of events because the flat type specification does not offer clear understanding as details and the number of states grows up. The combinatorial explosion of states is significantly reduced through a hierarchical and modular approach. Actually, the design of real systems often proceeds successively from (to) upper levels to (from) lower levels in a hierarchical manner.
One of the advantages of a Petri net is its ability to represent the hierarchical structure of systems. In a hierarchical Petri net, a transition can be developed into a more detailed subnet. Subnets are automatically combined into an upper level net during net execution. Therefore, given a plant net and a specification in a hierarchical manner as shown in Fig. 14 , we can obtain a hierarchical closed loop system net by independently solving the C/E net control problems with respect to each level and each subnet. The transition b in the upper level net N P1 is developed into a lower level subnet N P1b , and d into N P1d . According to this hierarchical plant net, b and d in the upper level specification X 1 are also developed into more detailed subspecifications, X 1b and X 1d , respectively. We obtain a hierarchical closed loop system net shown in Fig. 14 by solving three problems, P(X 1 , N P1 ), P(X 1b , N P1b ), and P(X 1d , N P1d ). The execution of subnet N P1b ⊕ N C1b starts at the same time as the firing of b in upper level net N P1 ⊕ N C1 . When the execution of N P1b ⊕ N C1b is completed, that is, the lower level controller N C1b achieves the desired behavior X 1b , the firing of b terminates. In this manner, the hierarchical controller achieves the desired behaviors specified by hierarchical partial languages. Hierarchical control of C/E nets provides a realistic approach to synthesis of controllers for large and complex systems. 
Conclusion
The purpose of the present study is to construct a framework of designing discrete event control systems like systematic approaches to design of continuous control systems. To achieve this, we have, in this paper, presented a method of synthesizing controllers based on plant models described by C/E nets and control objective specifications described by partial languages. The control problem dealt with was to synthesize a controller that guarantees all and only the desired behaviors described by partial languages. The authors are expecting that the framework presented in this paper provides a promising approach to design of discrete event control systems.
